ADDENDUM 2

To: All Interested Proposers

From: Lucy Balderama, Inventory Bid Technician

Date: May 25, 2010

Subject: RFP # 10-035, RFP- Radio Maintenance Contract for the Sheriff's Office

Bid Opening has been extended to Wednesday, June 9, 2010 at 2:00 p.m.

Due to new specifications, deadline for question has been extended to Friday, May 28, 2010 at 12:00 noon

The Purchasing Department received a question relating to the above referenced bid; the response to the following question:

1. Item #3 states prospective service provider shall provide a labor rate and cost plus parts or flat rate repair fee for items in Appendix C cut the spreadsheet does not reflect that. It appears the spreadsheet is asking for a monthly maintenance cost per unit. Is this correct.

   Yes the Sheriff’s Office is requesting that we have the Hand Held Radios placed on a monthly maintenance.

2. Should we respond with pricing to the provided appendixes or do we await for more accurate schedules?

   Additional information is being provided. Please replace the all specifications on your bids with Attachment A.

3. Item; H, under “Fixed Equipment”, states that proposer must not be prohibited from working at any site where receivers are located. Would a letter from the owner of the sites dictating which vendors are allowed access to their secure sited suffice?

   This statement is under Item “I” yes I would like a letter from the owner stating that you have access to the secured locations. And What Vendors will be accessing the sites.

   • Please replace all specifications in your bids with the new specifications on Attachment A. Go to our website at www.epcounty.com click on Bid & More